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Find the ratio of the number of star!sh sold to the number of gold!sh sold.

Which two varieties of aquarium !sh were sold in the ratio of 2 : 1?

Compare the ratio of regal tangs and star!sh sold to the ratio of gold!sh that 

was sold.

What is the ratio of the least number of aquarium !sh sold to the highest number 

of aquarium !sh sold? Identify the varieties.

Find the ratio of clown!sh sold to all the other varieties of aquarium !sh that 

were sold.

The data represented in the pictogram below displays a variety of aquarium !sh sold

in one month. Read the data and answer the questions that follow:
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Answer Key

Find the ratio of the number of star!sh sold to the number of gold!sh sold.

Which two varieties of aquarium !sh were sold in the ratio of 2 : 1?

Compare the ratio of regal tangs and star!sh sold to the ratio of gold!sh that 

was sold.

What is the ratio of the least number of aquarium !sh sold to the highest number 

of aquarium !sh sold? Identify the varieties.

Find the ratio of clown!sh sold to all the other varieties of aquarium !sh that 

were sold.

672 : 880 or 42 : 55

Clown!sh and Angel!sh

1005 : 880 or 201 : 176

126 : 880 or 63 : 440 ; Angel!sh and Gold!sh

252 : 2011

The data represented in the pictogram below displays a variety of aquarium !sh sold

in one month. Read the data and answer the questions that follow:
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